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Minutes of the JCCC Sub-Group 

 Modernising Freight Management Meeting 
 

 

 

Date of Meeting: 13th October 2015 
Location: 1 Horse Guards Road  

Attendees: 

Sally Thurlow HMRC (Chair)  
Alex Childs HMRC (Secretariat) 
David Hesketh (HMRC) 
Mark Corby (M&S, CILT, BRC) 
Mark Murphy (IMTA) 
Howard Levene (SMMT) 
Andrew Miller (BA & AOCC) 
Peter Cullum (RHA) 
Ole Krebs (MCP) 
Peter Macswiney (ASM) 
Adrian Robson for Joe O’Connor (AICES) 
 
 

Apologies: 

Robert Windsor (BIFA) 
Matthew Bradley (CSP, CNS) 
Robert Hina (CPG) 
Don Armour (FTA) 
Border Force (Alex MacDonald /Sharon Lay /Michelle Harkin) 
Joe O’Connor (AICES) 
Gordon Tutt (AFSS) 
Richard Stapleton (CSP, CNS) 
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1. Introductions 
 

ST welcomed all the attendees present and gave apologies from those that could not attend the 
meeting.   
 

2. Previous minutes – Action points 
 
Minutes from the last meeting were accepted as no comments received. 
 
 
Matters arising: 
 
None 
 
Action Points Outstanding: 
 
None 
 

3.  Border Force Trusted Trader Scheme Update 

ST readout a written update from Border Force: 

The proposal for a Trusted Trader initiative is about HMG working in partnership with traders that 
voluntarily provide data on intra-EU freight being moved across the border. Border Force ran a 
stakeholder consultation about the initiative from 20 august to 25 September and is currently analysing 
the responses in preparation for a public response.  
 
The proposed initiative centres around freight data.  In the longer term, there may be scope to align it 
with the supply chain security element of AEO but this is not a current priority.  

4. CORE Update     

DH gave the following update: 

Brief overview of CORE, as several deputies were attending.  

The CORE Data set is based on Customs legislation and the 87 data items that it requires. This amount of 
data will meet the needs of most other government department (OGDs) that the data will be shared 
with.  
 
The CORE data model has been based on the UN Component Library, it will be used to align with the 
WCO model, UCC and ICS2 requirements. 
 
The schema for waypoint 1 is now complete, with waypoint 2 to 4 ongoing. 
 
The OG@B data pilot data has been sharing CORE data with OGDs. CORE will now resume development 
to share the data via DESTIN8 port inventory system. 
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5. One Government at the Border (OG@B)      

ST gave the following update: 

Sharon Mole has joined the OG@B team on a year’s secondment from Border Force (BF). Another BF 
Grade 6 will be joining the team in the near future. 

The Discovery phase of OG@B gained approval to continue working on four pieces of work from July to 
September. 

 Joint Working Pilot 

There is no single HMG approach to the border, leading to similar functions and controls run by different 
agencies, each with different approaches, systems and policies that are not always joined-up. 

The objective is to assess what more we can collectively do to work jointly at the border, including 
around improved intelligence/data sharing and the enhanced co-ordination of interventions. 

 Data Pilot 

HMG is reliant on data to regulate and control the movement of goods and secure the border. The data 
available is sub optimal in terms of its timeliness, accuracy and completeness. 

The objective is to determine the value of new sources of commercial supply chain data to HMG using 
the suppliers from the CORE EU research project. 

 Advice and Guidance Discovery 

Businesses find it difficult and time consuming to get a complete picture of what is required in doing 
international trade. Advice and guidance is fragmented and businesses find they need to go to lots of 
different places to find what they need. 

The objective is to assess the role of advice and guidance in improving compliance and aiding business 
growth by looking at the extent to which HMG is offering on advice and guidance gives businesses what 
they need, and what needs to be changed or developed to help businesses carry out international trade 
more effectively and be compliant. 

 Licensing and Permissions Discovery 

Permissions are generally applied for and granted by departments in isolation and often require 
submitting the same information and evidences. 

The objective is to develop shared understanding of legislation, delivery organisations and operations for 
permissions associated with the movement of goods, and to identify improvement potential. 

The findings of this second phase of work were reported to the Director General Portfolio board on 16th 
September. The Board gave approval to proceed with the following: 
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 Joint Working 

Short term, identify and implement opportunities for continuous joint working improvements/ cultural 
change.  

Long term BF will produce a business case to support transformational change at the border. 

 Data Pilot 

Short term, develop the initial prototype into a robust Alpha and secure continued access, set out formal 

arrangements with suppliers to provide end-to-end data sets, explore availability of commercial data 

from other suppliers and sources, evaluate further opportunities presented with a full range of supply 

chain data.  

Long-term, move through Beta to Live: 

a. developing the operational service to capture all data items (80 currently ingested)  

b. make available to all departments,  

c. link the provision of data to trusted trader schemes,  

d. export data to risk and data analytical capabilities to enrich the picture of risk and 

e. transform business processes to use data to deliver more accurate notifications to HMG. 

 

 Advice and Guidance Discovery 

Deliver an Alpha to simplify and improve the content on GOV.UK. Take an overarching view looking at 

how the contributions of the main guidance provider departments fit together as a composite whole in 

as helpful a way as possible, conduct an awareness raising campaign on the Customs regimes, Work with 

UKTI to enhance its current products and provide guidance on to identify a good freight forward partner. 

 

 Licensing and Permissions Discovery 

Short term, deliver an Alpha Permissions Finder as part of the improved guidance and advice available 

through GOV.UK based on product type, origin and destination to determine the permissions required 

and to route to the permissions application entry point. Also, deliver an Alpha digital application for 

import/export permissions to apply for various permissions based on consistent design patterns, reusing 

information and data where possible and provide single entry point to access to legacy permissions 

systems until replaced as part of OG@B. 

 

Long term: 

a. Use Government as a Platform components to support: secure document store for submitting 

evidence, progress tracker and notifications, appointment booking for site visits, payments-in for 

fees processing, a register of permissions to provide canonical proof of permissions. 

 

b. Deliver Beta to extend Permissions capabilities to allow updates, renewals and revocation. 

 

c. Deliver Alpha Permissions Performance Platform to provide feedback to improve processes and 

compliance for businesses and government to evaluate achievement of policy intent to inform 

refinement required to drive desired behaviours and policy outcomes. 
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6. AOB 

None 

 


